ELG01 – Listening and attention

**Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions. They give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another activity.**

**Explanatory notes**

The child listens actively while engaged in a variety of activities from which he or she is able to recall significant details. This includes stories and rhymes. When listening to suggestions or explanations, the child responds appropriately through actions or comments, predicting what might happen or by asking relevant questions. The child remains focused on an activity, can sustain a conversation with someone as they play and perseveres despite distractions showing consistently high levels of involvement.
Context
Emily is sat in a small group listening to a story.

Observation
'I know what happens next! Goldilocks goes upstairs and sleeps in baby bears bed. Then the bears come home. I think she was scared'

Context – Parental observation
Amber is listening to some music with me in the lounge

Observation
We were listening to classical music and Amber was picking out all the instruments she could hear and telling us which ones she could hear. She was also doing different dances depending on the music and saying what the music reminded her of ‘its like fairies’ or ‘a spooky forest’.

Context
Tom is recalling the adventures of the 'Adventure bear' as he travels around the world

Observation
'He starts in England, then goes to Australia, then into the sea and then into Canada and then he goes into.............what other countries have cold weather?'
Another child says Africa
'No its too hot there ........well he can go back to Australia'

Matthew was playing outside in the role play area that had been turned into a bakery area. He rolled a sausage shape with play-dough and began rolling it into a circle. Claire drove up on a delivery bike and asked: 'Are you making cakes?' Matthew looked up: 'No I'm making little breads'. He continued cutting... 'No actually, I'm making cherries'.

After listening to the story of 'Goldilocks and the Three Bears', Matthew chose to work at the sand tray. As he made sandcastles he chatted to the other children who were making different shapes in the sand. 'I've made a big sandcastle, a little sandcastle and a middle sized one!' he said.

Matthew listened hard to the story of 'The Three Little Pigs', When asked: 'Which houses will blow down?' He explained: 'The straw house because the straw isn't strong enough'.

S chose to paint a picture of an ostrich. 'I like ostriches there is one in our story 'Handa's surprise'. The body needs to be brown and black. It has pink legs'. While she painted she chatted about the ostrich taking the fruit in the story. 'I'm going to paint some background – sky and grass'.

When listening to Handa's surprise
Eliza said 'I bet that goat is going to knock Handa's basket off'
Early Years Unit

Name: Freddie
No. of terms spent in EY Unit: 1
Language: English

Information on the activity
Adult directed/Child initiated
Interaction: individually/pair/group/
Time of day: am/pm
Area/Location: Role play

OBSERVATION

Freddie was working alongside his friends in the 3 Bears cottage and was setting the table ready for lunch. He was encouraged to sort the cups, bowls and spoons into the 3 sizes (small, medium and large). He confidently matched up each place setting and spoke clearly about what he was doing. “Daddy bear needs the BIG spoon and Daddy bear needs to sit on the BIG chair. That’s not his chair, that’s the medium-sized chair for mummy bear.” He swapped the chairs over. “That’s better!” he said. He then went onto finding the place setting for mummy bear. “Where is the medium-sized bowl?” said Freddie looking in the cupboards. “Found it!” he called out. As he was setting baby bears place at the table the practitioner imitated the sound of the phone ringing. Freddie ran to the phone. “I bet it’s Goldilocks.............yes it is! You have been very naughty and ate all baby bears porridge and broke his chair. You can’t come and play at my house”, he shouted slamming down the phone. Freddie pretended the phone was ringing again. “Oh no! It’s Goldilocks again. What now? You can’t come and eat all our food. We are going to lock the doors.” At this point the practitioner intervened saying, “If she promises to play nicely and be good, can she come and play?” “Okay then.” Freddie replied. She can come in 10 minutes. I will count to 10 and wait for her. 1, 2, 3, 4.............” Freddie counted orally to 10 carefully and confidently. He continued to play alongside his friends getting lunch ready for Goldilocks. After about 30 minutes of sustained play he followed his friends outside.
Ben in cave

“We are going under the blankets to read a story, it is dark under there so we can use our torches. It is like being in a cave, really dark.”

Ben, talking about safety with cables etc.

“You mustn’t touch cause you will be electrocuted and then you might even die.”

Ben + Kenzie
3 little pigs puppets.
Ben - W

I am going to blow your house down,
now am going down the chimney
and this is the chimney (Put a block on others) “here i come” oh no arghhh! “Wolf burnt his bottom!!

“little pig, little pig let me come in
and will blow you house in”
J's favourite child choice activity is school teacher role play!

She had chosen this story from the book box and handled it as though sharing it with the class.

Good book handling skills – tracking text from left to right.

Looking closely at the pictures – identifying characters and the sequence of the story, J became aware of S. “Are you listening to my story? ...the end!”

Whilst taking down patient information in role as a doctors receptionist Jessica turned round to listen to Scarlet about another patient being brought into the surgery. She then returned to her notebook to continue writing down the patients name and symptoms.